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NEW QUESTION: 1
To establish a sample size that will allow the proper overlap
of distributions we do which of these?
A. Calculate Beta plus 2
B. Calculate one minus Beta
C. Multiply Alpha by 1.75
D. Multiply Beta by 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP

You are developing a class named Temperature.
You need to ensure that collections of Temperature objects are
sortable.
You have the following code:
Which code segments should you include in Target 1, Target 2
and Target 3 to complete the code? (To answer, drag the
appropriate code segments to the correct targets in the answer
area. Each code segment may be used once, more than once, or
not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.)
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is an accurate statement about a gateway NAS solution?
A. Provides integrated management for both NAS head and storage
B. Consolidates file-level and block-level access on a single
storage platform
C. NAS head and storage are managed independently
D. Creates a single file system that runs on all NAS heads
Answer: C
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
A Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is a virtual network dedicated to
the user's AWS account. It enables the user to launch AWS
resources, such as RDS into a virtual network that the user has
defined. Subnets are segments of a VPC's IP address range that
the user can designate to a group of VPC resources based on the
security and operational needs.
A DB subnet group is a collection of subnets (generally
private) that a user can create in a VPC and assign to the RDS
DB instances. A DB subnet group allows the user to specify a
particular VPC when creating the DB instances. Each DB subnet
group should have subnets in at least two Availability Zones in
a given region.
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_VPC.
html
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